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Human Behaviour 

When Disaster Strikes: Human behaviour in emergency situations 

 

By S. J. Robinson and T. D. Higgins; School of Psychology, University of Central Lancashire, Preston, 

Lancashire, England. PR1 2HE. 

When disaster strikes and emergency warning sounds or the captain orders an abandon ship we 

hope people will remain “cool, calm and collected.” Being level-headed during a life-threatening 

event is highly prized and undoubtedly improves your chances of survival. However, anecdotal 

reports and the limited psychological research available suggest that people under threat can 

actually act in a way that puts themselves and others in further danger. This article discusses some 

of the unhelpful behaviours which can happen during emergencies and notes some interventions 

which might stop them.  

Behaviours during a disaster 

People can behave in an appropriate manner during an emergency. In good conditions, with no 

pressures on resources or time, calm and orderly responses are likely. Even in more chaotic 

situations quick thinking and effective actions can lead to positive actions. For example, during the 

sinking of the Costa Concordia cruise ship in January 2012 eyewitnesses reported many instances of 

constructive behaviour. Some passengers used iphone apps to work out their location on the ship 

while others made ladders from sheets to reach the safety of the next deck. However, research 

suggests that only 10-25% of people in an emergency will be able to undertake prompt and effective 

action. Other disaster victims (approximately 65-80% of people) will become indecisive and act in a 

stunned and bewildered manner. The remaining 10-15% of victims will display serious maladaptive 

behaviour, including confusion, crying, paralysing anxiety and hysteria1. Again these types of 

behaviour were seen onboard the Costa Concordia, with people passively standing by or running 

aimlessly up and down the stairs2. So why do these types of behaviours occur? 

Denial  

One of main reasons people fail to respond to danger is because they enter a state of denial. Past 

experiences of false alarms or inaccurate disaster warnings can lead people, quite rationally, to 

believe actions are not really needed. For example, during the 1990 Ephrata, Pennsylvania chemical 

fire 82% of those involved failed to evacuate. Based on previous experiences workers felt that the 

fire would not affect them directly. However, some people reported later than they were so close to 

the fire that they had burn holes in their jackets.3  

Denial can also be more likely if people do not trust the source of the disaster warning. Aboard the 

Costa Concordia for instance one passenger initially did not believe that the ship was sinking as the 

warning had come from “a dancer and they do drama.”2 

Another reason that people do not respond to disaster signs is that they do not want to deviate from 

what others are doing. Humans are very social creatures and we tend to take our lead from other 

people. If the majority of people are not responding to warning signs then we will tend to conform 

to that behaviour and follow their lead - no matter how dangerous it is. For example during a fire at 



a restaurant diners continue with their meal as if nothing was wrong. One diner even commented 

that “it was a bit uncomfortable really. The smoke and the sirens of fire engines.”4 

A further reason people do not respond to threat is that they simply do not know what to do. In 

daily life we have a number of pre-planned behaviours (schema) which we draw on. For example, we 

know how we should behaviour when we are attending a posh dinner party compared to how we 

should act during a meal at a fast-food restaurant. When people experience a novel situation (such 

as being in a disaster) they do not have a schema available and so need to generate a new 

behaviour. Under normal conditions creating a new behaviour is feasible, however under threat it 

becomes more difficult due to time pressures.  

Therefore in a disaster we may see either  

1) no behaviour generated so people appear to freeze5, or,  

2) inappropriate or stereotypical behaviours occurring when people use pre-existing but unsuitable 

schema.6 

Freezing  

During disasters freezing (also known as cognitive paralysis6) is commonly seen as people struggle to 

generate new appropriate behaviours. For example during the Hillsborough football stadium disaster 

in 1989, one eye witness reported seeing a policeman failed to help a girl who was being crushed to 

death. The eyewitness stated that “the copper in front of us was just looking. I shouted at him to do 

something but he just sort of looked blank”.7 Similar stunned behaviour has been reported in many 

disaster situations from fires to flood.  

Stereotypical behaviours 

Sometimes during disasters people can avoid freezing by engaging a pre-existing schema. Although 

using well rehearsed actions is less cognitively demanding it can result in some less than ideal 

behaviours. For example, when evacuating from a building during a disaster people may pass by the 

emergency exits as they use their normal pre-planned exit route.8  

Similarly during the 11th September 2001 attacks on the World Trade Centre people took the time 

to shut down their computers before exiting.9 As the victims did not have a pre-planned schema for 

leaving under emergency conditions they implemented their normal “leaving” behavioural schema, 

which included the switching off of their computers.  

Inappropriate behaviours 

As well as carrying out stereotypical behaviours people in threat situations can also make poor 

decisions which lead to inappropriate actions. Disasters are time-pressured and victims can be faced 

with a large amount of ambiguous, incomplete and novel information. Experimental studies have 

clearly shown that under these types of conditions people are more likely to make errors in 

judgement.10 Obviously, poor decision making in a life-threatening situation can increase the risk of 

injury or death. Examples of inappropriate decisions during disasters are common. For example 

during the Japanese earthquake in March 2011 BBC footage showed people in a supermarket 



running to save bottles of alcohol from smashing rather than carrying out the correct earthquake 

drill. 

The impact inappropriate behaviour can have on survival was highlighted by a study which 

monitored civilian admissions to emergency rooms in Israel after Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait in 1990. 

The study found that out of the 1059 people who reported to emergency rooms only 234 (22%) of 

people had injuries that were the direct result of a missile explosion. The remaining 78% of 

admissions were the result of inappropriate behaviour during the missile attack. For example 230 

patients had auto-injected atropine without exposure to a chemical agent. A further 40 patients had 

injured themselves running into their sealed room and seven suffocated because they had left the 

filter closed on their gas masks.11 

Memory failures  

Disaster victims often report failures in memory under threat. Some memory slips are normal 

everyday lapses but during an emergency they have greater consequences.12 For example, failing to 

remember where you left your front door keys on an average Monday morning is inconvenient. 

However, forgetting where you have left your keys during a fire will have more serious implications. 

Other memory problems experienced during disasters can be more marked. For example during a 

house fire in 2010 a women failed to tell fire-fighters that to her grandson was asleep in the burning 

house because she had forgotten he was staying over.13 Similar cases include a nun who could not 

remember the school address where she worked when she phoned the fire brigade during a fire.  

One theory as to why victims of disasters have memory problems is that the body releases high 

levels of the stress hormone cortisol which in turn can affects parts of the brain which are 

responsible for memory processing. Another theory is that the worry and anxiety caused by the 

disaster occupy the area of the brain responsible for processing memories. Whatever the reason, it 

is clear that memory failures during disasters can cause people to forget how to use emergency 

equipment or how to follow emergency procedures.14 

Holding it together until rescue 

One interesting observation of disaster victims is that some are able to take prompt and effective 

manner under threat but at the point of rescue become dazed. Lauren Elder, for example, survived 

an airplane crash on the High Sierra, walked down a mountain and through the desert to a town. 

Upon arrival at the hospital she became unable to walk and fell into a stupor.15 Similar collapses 

were seen the Chilean mine survivors who acted in a rational manner while trapped underground 

but became stunned and dazed upon rescue.16 Similar collapses in cognitive functioning have been 

observed in fire-fighters following a simulated search and rescue exercise at Fleetwood Nautical 

College. 

Implications and Interventions  

We can never guarantee that people will behaviour appropriately during an emergency and many 

variables can affect how well people respond. Age, gender, past experience, level of school 

education are some of the factors which can govern how well people respond. Situational factors, 

such as the intensity with which the victim experiences events, are also important. Some people may 



be trapped under rubble after an earthquake for many hours, whereas others further from the 

epicentre may escape without injury.  

Below are some key observations which may help people working in emergencies. In addition I have 

noted some suggestions which may increase appropriate behaviours during life-threatening events 

and so could improve survival: 

 Emergency service personal should be aware that they will see a marked variation in the way 

people respond to threat. Interestingly some have observed that people who appear 

confident and in control in daily life can be more likely to fall apart during a disaster.  

 False alarms and inaccurate information should be avoided at all costs as they can reduce 

compliance with future disaster warnings. 

 Emergency warning messages should come from a credible source to increase the likelihood 

that they will be believed. 

 People will tend to behave in a similar manner to the people around them. It can be a real 

challenge to get people to evacuate for example if those around them are not moving. If you 

can get a few people to start behaving in an appropriate manner then it is likely that others 

will follow their lead. 

 Developing schema via realistic training in emergency equipment and procedures can reduce 

freezing and stereotypical behaviours.  

 Training can also increase confidence and as a result people are better able to keep their 

emotions in check during a disaster. Reduced anxiety has also been shown to improve 

memory functioning and so victims may be more likely to remember how to use equipment 

and undertake emergency drills. 

 Anxiety caused by a disaster can increase the release of the stress hormone cortisol. Cortisol 

is known to impair mental processes such as memory. However, cortisol can be reduced 

with nutritional interventions such as L-theanine (which is found in tea) and sugar. So the 

theory that all you need is a little sit down and a hot cup of sweet tea to help you recover 

might actually be true!  

 Emergency service workers should be aware that people can seem to be functioning 

normally during the disaster. However some people may suffer a cognitive collapse shortly 

after rescue.  
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